223 West Broadway
New York, New York 10013
(212) 226-3970

Gallery Hours:
Tuesday-Saturday, 11-6
Artists File: 11-4

Jelis' Ventures is funded in part by the National Endowment for the Arts
and the New York State Council on the Arts.

ERAMA-ERA WAS is funded in part by the National Endowment for the Arts,
The Grand Street Foundation, Inc. and the Philip Morris Companies Inc.

OPENING RECEPTION:
Thursday, April 19, 6-8 pm
ARTISTS SPACE

APRIL 19 - MAY 19

Opening:
April 19, 1990
Thursday, 6-8 pm

223 West Broadway
(Between Franklin & White Streets
in Tribeca)

MAIN GALLERY

MIKE HENDERSON
Paintings & drawings

BEVERLY SEMMES
A sculptural installation

Selected by CORNELIA BUTLER

Henderson's paintings and drawings
pose conceptual puzzles for
contemporary society.

Semmes' work is an exploration
of sculptural installation as surrealistic,
animated landscape.

VIDEO PROGRAM

JOINT VENTURES

MICHAEL BALSER & ANDY FABO
THE BLACK CAT COLLECTIVE
GREGG BORDOWITZ &
JEAN CARLOMUSTO
CANDA CAN, DYLAN NOLFI
& DAVID WADSWORTH
ANNIE GOLDSON & CHRIS BRATTON
SHERRY MILLNER &
ERNEST LARSEN
LISA STEELE & KIM TOMCZACK
PHIL ZWICKLER &
DAVID WOJNAROWICZ

Organized by ERNEST LARSEN

JOINT VENTURES is a video program
highlighting recent developments in the
politics and aesthetics of collaboration.

PROJECT

ERAWA-ERA WAS
An installation by
RALPH PAQUIN & ANN STODDARD

Selected by DANA FRIS-HANSEN

ERAWA-ERA WAS is a collaborative
multi-media installation of
phantasmagoric "tableau vivants"
bY two Massachusetts artists.

APRIL 26: ARTISTS SPACE
ANNUAL BENEFIT PARTY!

Caribbean-style dinner & decor,
special guest DJ & lots more!

$200 dinner/party
$40 party only

For info call: (212) 226-3970